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(Receioed 8 May 1970) 

INTRODUCTION 

THE PRINCIPU charadGlristics of a visual motion response associated with certain classes 
of moving stimuli, and the elements of a ma&ma&al model describing the system in that 
response have been given in an earlier report (FosTE& 1969). It is the purpose of the present 
investigation to extend this study, both experimentally and theoretically. 

First, the main findings of the earlier work are reviewed. 
It has been demonstrated (Fosrna, 1968) that in the perception of moving, spatially- 

periodic patterns, there exist transitions in sensation associated with certain critical values 
of the temporal frequency,f, the angular area, 8, and the spatial period, & of the stimuli. 
Thus, if the temporal frequency of the stimulus is the controlled variable, we have the 
following : 

(i) Forf Q fr (the lower critical frequency)--a sensation of well defined, directed motion, 
(ii) for& c f Q f. (the upper critical frequency)-a sensation of non-directed motion, or 

flicker, 
(iii) for f > f&fusion. 
At certain values of the input parameters, a stationary stroboscopic effect is also 

ObSWVCd. 

Using a rotating radial grating as the primary stimuhts, and restricting the field of view 
to a foveal ammhts, the interrelationships of the variables, f-h, 0, and X, were investigated 
(FCBTER, 1969). Square waveform gratings, only, were employed. 

A typical set of curves, obtained for the author, is shown in Fig. 1. 
The most sign&ant results of this investigation are summarized below: 
(i) The variation of the upper critical frequency, f,, with angular area, 6, is indepeadent 

of the spatial period, X, including the limiting case, h = co. (The latter is equivalent to a 
spatially uniform gashing source.) 

(ii) The variation of the lower critical frequency,fi with angular area, 8, is not indepen- 
dent of h, and at fixed e, fr dqmases with increasing h (q.v. Fig. 1). 

(iii) The stationary stroboscopic effect (marked ‘Y’ in Fig. 1) occurs when 8 > A/2, for 
all 1\ < 180”. 

(iv) The visual response at motion threshold is insensitive to the phase stru&um of the 
stimuhu, pattern (at 8 = 3607. 

On the basis of these observations, the following conclusions were drawn, conoerning the 
nature and organization of the information processing elements present in the human visual 
Syt&Xll. 

57 
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(i) There exist two types of information processing unit: a vertical (V) unit, which deals 
with local temporal fluctuations of the stimulus, and a horizontal (H) unit, which deals with 
the spatial ordering of these local temporal fluctuations. These units are replicated across the 
visual field as shown in Fig. 2. _ 
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(ii) The V-unit was identified with the de Lange filter (DE LANGE, 1954). This describes 
the frequency reqxmae of the human visual system at fIi&er-fusion threshold. 

(iii) The H-unit was identified with some form of Reichardt multiplier (RBCWT and 
VARIU, 1959, see Fig. 3a). This was originally developed in order to describe the optomotor 
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Fk?. 2. The orgenizatioll of the information procWing elementa: R am reaptor (or groups of 
mceptom), Yua&~lowpass~ten,and~~Reicfiardtmultiplisn(ree~t).The 
chrumels marked I3 carry information about local temporal fluctuations of the stimulus, and 
thore~~Ccprry~o~ti~about~s~~ordslineofthmelocaltamporalfl~tionr. 

Thoangulararea, B,isincludedasaparam&f in tho V-unit description. 

response of the beetle Chlorophanus. The response of the multiplier to sinewave inputs is 
given below : 

kw’ 

where w = 233-J 
a, b and k are real positive constants, 
A8 is the input (receptor) pair separation, 

and h is the spatial period of the stimulus. 

r : w sin (ame/x) 
02+ ,2 

(1) 

2 

Fat. 3. Complex frequency (s) domain repmacntation of two-&ment moveawnt deartam In 
(a) is ahown the Rckhardt multWcative interacti~ scheme (ZW is a time avera& obnmt). 
In (b), it3 &own Thorsob simplibation of the Reichardt 8chanc. Tbc bewave mspotw of 

each aystcxn is indicated. 
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[It may be seen that for 68 > h/2 (and AB c 2) the motion response r is negative. It 
may also be shown (REICHARDT and VARJU, 1959) that the response is insensitive to the 
phase structure of the stimulus pattern.] 

(iv) Summation/threshold mechanisms associated with the V-unit output channels were 
shown to spatially phase insensitive in their action. In the case of the H-unit system, it was 
concluded that positive and negative outputs from different units do not undergo 
“arithmetic” summation. Since negative outputs only arise when At? > h/2 (see above), this 
was shown to provide an explanation of the stationary stroboscopic effect. 

(v) The maximum input (receptor) pair separation, measured angularly around the 
annular field, was deduced to be between 60” and 90”. 

Using the system outlined above, it was shown possible to describe, in a qualitative 
fashion, the observed characteristics of the visual response to certain moving, spatially- 
periodic stimuli. 

In order to provide a quantitative description of the observed motion response data, the 
construction of the functional units making up the system model must be specified in greater 
detail. Thus, it is necessary to determine the modification of the Reichardt multiplier most 
appropriate in the H-unit description, the frequency response characteristics of the V-units, 
and the dependence of the response upon the number of units operating (a function of 19). 

In contrast to the earlier investigation (FOSTER, 1969), both sine and square wave stimuli 
are used in the present study, and experimental observations are extended to four subjects 
(including the author). The general experimental approach is the same, however, and “small- 
signal” stimuli are employed to prescribe system linearity (q.v. THORSON, 1966). 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 
Referring to Fig. 4, the primary stimulus consisted of a rotating radial grating, RG, transilluminated by 

the incandescent lamp. L,, via the liquid filter. F. and flashed opal diffusina screen. D,. The view of the 
grating was restricted~ v&h the mask,-MI, to an annulus of 1.5” btal mean -&gular sub&e, and angular 
width, 0.21”. Portions of the annulus could be sectioned off; the remaining sector was specified by the angular 
coordinate, 0 (see inset of Fig. 4). 

A rectangular background geld, uniform to within 5 per cent and of total angular subtense, 4*7”, was 
provided by the light box, L.1, and diffusing screen, D2. In front of Dz was placed the mask, M2, the comple- 
ment of Mt. 

The primary stimulus field and background geld were combined with the beam splitter, P, and the de- 
magnifted whole viewed via a 2 mm a&t&l pupil, AP. Retinal illumination was approximately 390 trolands, 
and the coiour temperature of the background fteld, approximately 2500°K. 

The radial grating was driven by an electric motor via a system of gears; grating speeds of from O-1 revfsec 
to 40 rev/set could thus be obtained. Angular velocities were monitomd contimtously using an electronic 
tachometer. 

Roth square and sinewave radial gratingr were employed. The square wave gratings consisted simply of 
sectored discs, with spatial periods ranging from 40’ to 360”. The sinewave gratings were approximated by 
discs consisting of constant thii radii, the angular separation of which was proportional to the mean 
angular coordinate (see Fig. 4). The high frequency content of these sine-approximated gratings was reduced, 
in situ, by placing a second difMing eurface between the grating and the prism. Using this method, nominal 
sine gratings with spatial periods of 180” and 360”, were prepared. [The harmonic contents of both square 
and sinewave gratings were checked, and deviations from the ideal waveforms shown to be within ex- 
perimental tolemnces (FostBa. 1970).] 

To provide the required small-signal operating conditions, a 10 per cent neutral density filter was inserted 
between the grating and the prism. 

General experimental procedure 

A dental bite was used to locate the haad of the subject, who fixated, monocularly, the centre of the 
annular~ul~.Thr~oftotlXlonof~~~~~colYtrolkdbythcobegver. 

In order to de&e a mte, input (rscsptor) array, it was -ry to ensure good fixation. Two 
criteria were used to judge when such fkration ceased: 
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(i) The disturbamx of the gradual trend of the stimulus sensation to tbat of steady state. 
(ii) The intcnuption of the gradual %asbing-out” of the surround &Id (sa Rroos, an.,tn, Co~wza-r 

and -, 1953). 
Sharp eye movexnents, or flicks (qx Drrcmm~ and G-, 19531, could also be identitled by the 

sudden b&i&en& of some dark oontoun, which foxmcd part of tbe fkation spot (q.v. Lnim and WRKIIFI’, 
19s). (Residual eye ttwnor (see Drrc%zam and GINSB&G. 1953) was not tltougbt to bo liipnitirant, in view 
of tbe ~&x&~&W~;8) and~t&naaT sod FEMD~R (19q9). WF shoti that tbe.“npofa! frcqt?ency 

, mmama of the same form both m stab- and non-stabdtzed vmon. Gilbert 
addFender -ted a similar nsult for the spatial freqoency msponse charrrctsristics..] 

Before ComiEwIlciqB observations, the stimulus intensity was standard&i against the bacmund &Id 
intensity. The stimulus pattern (fused by the observer) was super@x%cd on the negative mask, Ma, 
(q.v. Fig. 4) and tbe two fields matched for coloor and brigbtn~ with the liquid fiker, F. Ma was #en 

S.F. 

field of view 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

AS in the previous investigation (Fosre~, 1969), the peral characteristics of the system 
were fvst examined. Thus, the uniformity in the motion response around the ammlar 
field, and tbe symme&y of tbe motion response with nspect to reversal of stimulus direction 
were established for each of the observers. 

nle dcpenclfence of the lower critical fieque?icy on s-mgule a?va, spatid period and wav&m 

The lower critical frequency,&, was determined as a fUnction of the angular area, 8, with 
grating periods, 4 ranging from 40” to 360’ for the square wave stimuius, and MO0 and 360’ 
for the sine wave stimulus. 
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The meordcd data of Figs. Sa-Sf show the general upward trend offi with both increasing 
8 and deercasing h (q.v. Fig. 1). The sine response curves are depressed with respect to those 
for square wave stimuli, the di%rence beiug most marked at lowfi w&es. The onset of the 

stationary strobottmpk effect is indicated at points marked “2 and is seen to ooeur for all 
A values tested, ex*t fti X = Ml0 and A = 360”. It is also noted that at the onset of the 
stationary strobosoopic e&et, the angular area, 8, is a~ro~~~ly equal to half the spatial 
period, x/z. 

The dependence of the upper critical frepency on ungub area, and spatid period 
The upper oritieal frequency, f,, was also determined as a function of the angular area of 

the stimulus, 6, for a range of grating periods, h. Square waveform gratings were used only. 
The results obtained are displayed in Fig. 6. For each h value, the ~~nd~g ourve 

has been displaced for ease of e xamination. Included as a limiting ease (in Fig. 6a) is that 
of fy vs. 8 for in&rite spatial pGxl. It is noted that the f, vs. 8 rcspom is independent 
(within experimental error) of the spatial period. 

The de Lmtge low frequency attenuation characteristics 
To determine the modulation transfer fun&ion of the v-units, i.e. the de Lange flicker- 

fusion attenuation characteristics, the following procedure was adopted. 
The 360” sine wave grating was arranged to interrupt the primary stimulus at the inter- 

mediated focus, Q, of the source, Li (Fig. 4). (This produced a spatially uniform ficf&, with 
temporal modulation only.) A neutral, variable density wedge was placed in front of the stop 
S,, and the tied 10 per cent neutral density fitter removed. With the temporal frequenoy 
of the stimulus ftxcd by the experimenter the transmission of the wedge was adjusted by the 

subject so that flicker could just be discerned. 
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Using the above method, low frequency attenuation characteristics were obtained for 
angular areas, 0, ranging from 13” to 360”. In Fig. 7, results for three observers are 
shown. Each curve has been displaced vertically for ease of examination. 

It will be seen that there is no welleed change in shape of the characteristics with 
variation in area, apart from a bodily downward shift with decreasing 8. Significant attenua- 
tion does not commence until the temporal frequency exceeds 9 c/s. 

ANALYSIS 

Some general comments are first made concerning the validity of the conclusions reached 
in the earlier study on the visual motion response (FOSTER, 1969). 

(i) The initial analysis of the response of the visual system to moving, spatially-periodic 
stimuli was based primarily on the results of one subject (DHF). From Figs. 5 and 6 it may 
be seen that the general characteristics of thefi vs. 6, X and thef” vs. 8, X responses are indeed 
common to all subjects tested. 

(ii) It was argued that the higher harmonics of the square wave stimulus are not signifi- 
cant (to a tit approximation) in determining the form of the motion response. This con- 
clusion is supported by the results of Fig. 5, in which it is seen that the sine wave motion 
response only diEers markedly from the square wave motion response at very lowfi values. 

Thus, the initial experimental evidence for the form of the visual motion response, and 
the deductions based upon this evidence, are given further weight ; the conclusions outlined 
in the Introduction, concerning the make-up of the system model, are therefore taken as the 
starting point for the following analysis. 

The intention is to give a detailed mathematical structure to the model. SpecifMly, we 
obtain a simplified description of the V-unit, and deduce the form of the areal dependence of 
the V-unit summation/threshold system. The nature of the H-unit output interaction is 
examined further, and an expression is derived for the general response of the model at 
motion threshold. The sinewave motion response data is then fitted. 

It is shown necessary to modify the basic Reichardt scheme in order to reconcile the 
theoretical square wave motion response of the model with the observed data. The resulting 
expression for the square wave motion response is then used to arrive at a value for the 
minimum input (receptor) pair separation, A&,,. 

Some predictions of the model are also briefly discussed. 

The V-units 

It has been shown (FOSTER, 1969) that the V-units may be identified with de Lange 
filters. Since the de Lange attenuation characteristics of Fig. 7 are area depen&nt, the 
angular area,. 8, must be included as a parameter in the Y-unit speciGcation (see Fig. 2). 

We now show that this description may be simplified. 
Referring to Fig. 7, we see that the de Lange characteristics do not exhibit a well-de&ted 

change in shape with area, 8, although there is a downward shift of the curves with reduction 
in 0. Thus, to a first approximation, the shape of the characteristics (attenuation vs. frequency) 
may be considered to be independent of 0. If the sensitivity of the system to variations in B 
is then attributed solely to threshold variations, which simply shift the fundamental frequency 
response along the attenuation axis, 8 may be eliminated from the Y-unit description. 

Let W(w) (w = 2=- represent the O-independent frequency response charac&stics of the 
V-unit. To determine W(w), the following was carried out. 

Each of the de Lange attenuation characteristics, determined for a particular B value, is 
*ON 11/l- 
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shifted vertically to set the attenuation equal to zero at low frcquencics and the curves then 
superimposed. The averaged response function, thus obtained, is shown in Fig. 8. These 
curves define the V-unit attenuation charac&stics W(w) for the present experimental 
ConfIguration. 
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The summation/threshold units associated with the V-units 

Two possible types of summation/threx+hold arrwment, associated with the V-units, 
have been d&cd (FOSTER, 1969); viz: 

Scheme (a) in which the V-unit outputs retain their separateness, and feed directly into 
individual threshold units. 

Scheme (b) in which the V-unit outputs first feed into a phase-independent summation 
unit. The output of this unit then feeds into a single threshold unit. 

The areal (e) dependence of the system, in case (a), is located at each threshold unit, and 
in case (b), is located at the summation unit. With the data available, it is not possible to 
distinguish between the two systems, (a) and (b). 

The specific arcal (e) sensitivity of the system (PV (e), say) is obtained from the cxpcri- 
mental data of Fig 7, by plotting the attenuation at the lowest temporal frequency u” = 
045 c/s) as a function of the angular area, 8. For DHF only six 6 values arc availabk (Fig. 
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7), and therefore to determine a more precise value of the area1 weighting factor, Py (li’), 
direct measurement of the flicker threshold as a function of 8, atfu = 0.45 c/s, was carried 
out. The same methods were used as in the determination of the de Lange characteristics, 
described earlier. 

The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 9 (for one subject). This curve 
defines for the present experimental configuration the area1 sensitivity, Py (0). of the V-unit 
summation/threshold mechanisms. 

The H-units und ~soei~ted surn~t~o~~th~e~ho~d units 

In this section, we distinguish two possible types of snmmationfthreshold mechanism 
associated with the H-units, and obtain a general statement describing the response of the 
model at motion threshold. The significance of the angular area, 8, and input (receptor) 
pair separation, A$, in weighting the H-unit outputs is evaluated, and a theoretical ex- 
pression for the sinewave fi vs. 8 response is derived. 

First, two possible su~a~on/t~es~old m~hanisms are examined. 
In proposing the origin of the stationary stroboscopic effect (Fosm, 1969), it was 

necessary to postulate that the outputs of the H-units do not undergo “arithmetic” summa- 
tion, in order that positive and negative motion response contributions remain distinct. 
However, the sign of the &unit response only depends upon the input pair separation, A@, 
(see equation l), and therefore the above restriction only applies to H-units with different 
A& For ff-units with identical A6, there is no such restriction, and the same two possibilities 
exist for output interaction as for the V-units. 

scheme a scheme b 
Fro. IO. Two possibb Jf-unit ~~ d systems. In (a), every chnnnel, Mnt 
of A@ origin, b sn sssociatcd thnrhold unit, T’, which is mod&d in bchaviour by 8. fn (b) 
outputs from H-u&s with idcntW A@ &st undergo phase i&pen&& summation, &fort 

pas&g into B-indcpcmknt threshold units (see text). 

Thus, referring to Fig. lOa, the H-unit outputs retain their separateness, even within a 
group of identical H-unit AB. Each channel, independent of AB origin, has an associated 
threshold unit, T’, which is modified in behaviour by the angular area, 8. Alternatively, in 
Fig. lob, those H-unit outputs with identical A8 first feed (via some areal weighting factor) 
into the phase-independent summation unit, 5 #. In turn, the single outputs from each of 

the summation units, associated with a particular h19, feed into a single associated threshold 
unit, TH. 
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As with the V-unit summation/threshold schemes, the areal (0) dependence of the 
H-unit summation/threshold system is located, in case (a), at each threshold unit, and in 
case (b), at the summation unit. 

Let this areal sensitivity of the system be represented by the function Pa (0); i.e. Par (0) 
describes the sensitivity of the response to variations in the total number of H-units operat- 
ing. Suppose there also exists a relative weighting of the H-unit output, with input (receptor) 
pair separation, A@, and that this is described by the function, pa (he); i.e.p, (A6) describes 
the sensitivity of the response to variations in the H-unit population with input separation, 
he. Then at some 0, w, h, (w = 27rfl, the Gnal weighted output, rfewl (AQ say, of a single 
H-unit by scheme (a), or of a group of H-units by scheme (b), is defined by the following 
expression : 

riwA (4 = pE (4 . pa (A@ . rwA (A@ (2) 

where r,,,A (AI?) is the response of a single H-unit. 
The fhud output, describing the total motion response, consists of all those weighted 

outputs, rrdwl (A& which are each large enough to surmount the associated motion thres- 
hold, Tw For a sensation of directed motion to be elicited, it is also required that all 
r’bwl (AB) have the same sign (q.v. FATTER, 1969). 

Now as the temporal frequency is increased, r,,,l (be), and therefore r’8rA (Ae), decrease 
in magnitude (q.v. equation 1). It therefore follows that, providing all rldvL (A6) have the 
same sign, the greatest frequency at which there exists at least one fawA (he) > Ta, is the 
lower critical frequency, fi (fi = w/274. 

Thus, in order for a well-defined directed sensation of motion to be just perceived, we re- 
quire that all rlWl (A@) have the same sign, and that 

rk (A@,, = TH (3) 

where the maximum value, referred to above, is with respect to the A6 values available, viz. 
ae,,, to Ae,,. 

In or&r to determine the relationship between 8, w, and X such the above threshold 
condition is satisfied, equation 2, describing the weighted H-unit output, must first be 
expanded. That is, the following factors must be obtained in more explicit form. 
tioQ;;l (A4 i.e. the output, at some w, X of an H-unit with input (receptor) pair separa- 

, - 
(ii) P,(e), i.e. the areal weighting factor associated with the H-unit outputs. 
(iii) pH (A@ i.e. the relative weighting factor associated with the H-unit outputs. 
The above factors are now evaluated. 
(i) It may be shown (FOSTER, 1970) that of the various modifications of the basic Reichardt 

scheme available, the most appropriate version in the present analysis is that due to '~MWN 
(1%6), Fig. 3b. (It has also been previously demonstrated [Fosrnn, 19691 that this version 
provides an adequate description of thef, vs. 8 response at 0 = 13”.) Therefore, the response 
of the H-unit, r,,,A (AB), may be determined for any input waveform. (The sinewave response 
is given in Fig. 3b.) 

(ii) It has also been shown (FO.WER, 1969) that there exists a maximum value to the 
H-unit input pair separation, viz. Ae,,. It therefore follows that for A8 > A@,,, the rela- 
tive weighting factor, p,, (he), must be zero. Furthermore, since thefi vs. 8 curves for h = 
180” and h = 360” are monotonic (q.v. Figs. 5a-f), p,, (AB) must also be monotonic. There 
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fore from the above pn (Ad) must fall off smoothly to zero. In practice we might choose 
something of the form: 

PE (A@ = $p m 2 1, for A0 6 Ad-. 

= 0, for A8 > At&. 

(iii) We now determine the form of the areal weighting factor, PH (d), and at the same 
time, obtain an explicit expression for the sinewave response of the system at motion 
threshold. 

Since Thorson’s modilication (Fig. 3b) of the Reichardt scheme has been chosen to 
represent the H-unit function, we have for sinewave inputs: 

rwA (A@ 
W 

= - . sin (2~ . AB/h). 
a2 + w2 

Substituting r,, (A@, ddined by equation 5, and pa (Ae), de&d by equation 4, into 
equation 2, giving the weighted H-unit output, we obtain the following: 

riwL (Ad) = Pm (e) . A@-“. G2 . sin (2~ . A@/A). 

In order to reduce the above expression for the H-unit sinewave response to a threshold 
statement of the form of equation 3, it is fkst nv to show that all H-unit ou&uts have 
the same sign; we may then determine the maximum value of r’bwL (Ad), defined by equation 
6, with respect to A& 

Now, AL, < 90” (see Introduction), and therefore for X = 180” and 360“, sin(2*.Ae/h) 
is positive for all values of A& Thus, the condition that all H-unit outputs have the same 
sign is satis&d for the range of sine gratings employed. 

Secondly9 &erring to quation 6, it may be seen that the maximum value of [APm.sin 
(27r.Ae/lh)] occurs at A8 = At&,,,, providing m 2 I (the actual value of he,,,,, has yet to be 
determined). 

Thus, from the above, quation 6 gives rise to the following threshold statement: 

and since At&& is constant, it may be incorporated into the constant, TB, giving: 

pH m . ___~ . sin (2%. A&k/~) = TV* 

The above expression d&nes the relationship between the temporal fmquency, fi (fi = 
2nw), the angnlar area, 0, and the spatial period, X of the sinewave stimulus at motion 
threshold. 

We now obtain the form of the area1 weighting factor, Prr (0). 
It can be shown (Fosnuk, 1970) that the rate constant, a, is only sign&ant at low values 

of w, and for the sinewave response at A = MO”, may be ignored. If the r\ = 180” response, 
only, is considered, sin (2n.AB,,,,/h) is then constant. 
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Therefore, for the A = 180” sinewave response, equation 8 simplifies to the approxima- 
tion below: 

p&f (8) = constant .fi(e) (9) 

wllerewhasbeenreplacedbyf,. 
Thu&theX= MO”, fi vs. 0 sine response curve gives a direct measure of the area1 

weighting factor, Pa (0). 
It will be demonstrated later that Pa (6) may be approximated by the power function : 

Pa (8) = fh, for 6 < 8, (10) 

= k . Bc2, for 8 Z t&, 

WhCR 0, is cod8.d, and k = ob-? 
To summa&e, a statement defming the response of the model at motion threshold has 

been obtained (equation 8), and the relevant unknowns rJ 2(AB), Pa (8), andpB (A@, have 
been given explicit form. 

To fit the obmved sinewuve motion response 

We now fh the theoretical expression of equation 8, to the observed sinewave motion 
response data of Fig. 5. 

Referring to equation 8, it may be seen that with the values of h available, viz 180” and 
360°, variations in A&i, are not sign&ant in determi&g the relationship of one curve with 
respect to the other. Thus, for the present, we may assign an arbii value to A&,,, (such 
that Ad,, ( 13” = e,, = the minimum value of 0 at which /I may be measured). A 
specific value is deduced later. 

By iltting equation 9 to the X = 180” sinewave response, we obtain Pa (O), i.e. the 
constants cl, c2, and 0, of equation 10. The magnitude of the rate constant, a, is obtained by 
SnbetiMine for pa (e), A4Vl,Il, and Tn, and reading off the appropriate value off* (it will be 
remembered that u is only sign&ant at smallfr). Adopting this procedure, equation 8 is 
fitted to theft vs. 8 sine data of Fig. 5 for DHF and GF. The results for each observer are 
displayed in Fii. 11, and the final values of the parameters indicated. The si- of the 
ratcconstlmt,qatlow8valuesisevidentintheX~ 360°responsecurve,inthatvaluesoff, 
are reduced in relation to the X = 180” response curve. It is also noted that Pa (e), described 
by the power function of equation 10, provides an adequate fit to the observed data. 

Reqmtse of the network to square wave stimuli 

We now investigate the response of the model to square wave stimuli incident at the 
inputs. 

It was shown earlier that in order for a sensation of welldefined dire&d motion to be 
just elicited, it is required that all weighted, H-unit outputs, r’,vL (A@), have the same sign, 
and that 

r;wl (A@, = Trr (3) 

where r’,wL (A@) is defined by equation 2, and w = 2wf,. 
If the quam wave response of Thorson’s mod&&ion of the Rekhardt scheme is 

evaluated, it is found (Fosrna, 1970) that the H-unit output r,,.A (he), becomes a function of 
time (as well as of AB). (l’his time dependence arises from the cross-multiplication of the 
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FIG. 11. The theoretical siqewava rcapmse of the model (a) and (IS) show theorcW tits to the 
sinewave data of Fips. 5e amI k, rorpoctively, pad (C) showa the theonaical fit to the sinewave 

data of Fig. 5f. The optimum pammeter values are displayed in each case. 

sine components of different frequency, present in the square wave stimulus.) Thus, the 
above threshold condition must be extended to the following requirement, viz. that all 
r’BWL (A8, t) have the same sign, and that: 

r;,~ (A& L, = Tn (11) 
where 

&A (A&t) = Prr (8) .pn W).rw, W,0, (12) 

rwL (Af?, 1) is the square wave response of the H-unit, and the maximum is evaluated with 
respect to both input pair separation, A8, and time, t. 

If equation 12 is evahuxted numerically and the maximum vslue obtained, it is found 
(FOSTER, 1970) that at low values of W, r’oW1 (As, t),,,,, becomes much greater than T,, 
implying values of fi much greater than those recorded. 

Thus, the model in its present form, with Thorson’s modScation (Fig. 3b) as the H-unit, 
does not yield a true description of the square wave response, although the sinewave data 
may certainly be &ted. This failure is directly attributable to the presence of the higher 
harmonics in the square wave stimulus, and the scheme due to Thorson must be modified to 
reduce the significance of these harmonics. 

The requirements that any modification of the basic scheme must fti are therefore the 
following : 

(1) The sinewave (fundamental) response should remain unafkcted. 
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(2) The response associated with the higher harmonics of the square wave stimulus 
should be attenuated. 

Since the time dependence of the square wave output arises from the presence of the 
higher harmonics, the simplest (physically realisable) filter with the above properties has the 
following transfer function : 

m = k+s (13) 

where s is the complex frequency, and k is a real, positive constant. 
The basic network, with this new m&cation, is shown in Fig. 12. 
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F#1.12.~~~ofthe~lintbe~~~~domain,rbowingtbe~ 
stmctum of the W-unit (q.v. Fii 2). Noto the introdwtion of output f&r, k/(8 + k) (am text). 

The y-units attenuation characteristics, i.e. I V(s)l, m giwn in Fig. 8. 

The response of the mod$ed network of Fig. 12 to square wave stimuli 

In the Appendix is outlined the derivation of the response of the modified H-unit scheme 
to square wave inputs. The following expression is obtained: 

rwrW,O = 
+- cc 4 c JZmWA 1 1 k -.- -_- 

l? ml 
d 

a+inw 1 a +jn’w ‘*“+““’ - k + j fn + n’),,, * w(nw)Fv(n’w) 

“odd -m (14) 

where W(w) is the V-unit attenuation function, de&d by Fig. 8. 

NOM. The V4mit.s m trertsd a8 pure attenuators, weighting each sine anwoncat of the input wavchm 
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by the factor, W(w) (see Fig. 12). Any phase shift introduced by the V-U&S is implicitly included in the pro- 
perties of the H-unit description. 

Now the threshold con~tion, stated earlier, requires that all weighted outputs, 
r’&AB, t), have the same sign, and that: 

r;wz (Ad, t),., = TX (11) 
where 

&a (A@, t) = pa (0) . pa (A@ . r,vA 0% t). WI 

Thus, we must fitst show for this modified scheme that r;ll (A@, t), d&ad by equation 
12, with rWl (A& t), defined by equation 14, has the same sign for all accessible values of A% 
and t. 

If the RHS of equation 14 is evaluated numerically, and rWl (A& t) obtained as a func- 
tion oft and A@, it is found (FOSZXR, 1970) that r,,,& (A@, t) is indeed of constant sign for the 
tested values of A@ and t. 

It is also possible to show @WTER, 1970) for a ii& approximation, th& the above is 
true, analytically, for all A0 providing that A Z BO”, and for all AB < h/2, if X c 180”. The 
latter requirements are consistent with the proposed explanation of the stationary strobo- 
scopic effect and the deduced maximum value of A@, i.e. 60” < A&, < 90” (see Entroduc- 
tion, and FOSTER, 1969). It is also possible to show that pH (ho) = AfP’ (i.e. m = 1 in 
equation 4) yields a rn~~ value of r’Wr (A&, t) with respect to A@, at AB = A@,,,. This 
latter rest& is the same as for the sinewave case. 

Thus, the preliminary requirement that all weighted Wunit outputs have the same sign 
is satisfied. In order to obtain equation 11 in a form which can be related to the observedJ 
vs. 0 square wave response characteristics, we make the following substitutions into equa- 
tion 12: PH (8) replaced by the power function of equation 10,~~ (Ae) by A@- (II (equation 4), 
and rWl (A@, t> by equation 14. Since nt = 1 gives a maximum of the weighted output, 
r‘BWl (A@, t), with respect to AhB at At?,,, (see earlier), it merely remains to obtain the maxi- 
mum with respect to t of rlewl (At&,, t), or equivalently rWA (A&,,,, t), from equation 14. 

Therefore, rearranging equation 11, we arrive at the following expression : 

providing that if h < 180”, 3 c X/2. 
Now, values of the constants Tx, S,, cl, c2, and u in equation 14, have ah-eady been 

derived in the sinewave analysis; trial values of A&,,, (A&,,, &,, = 13”) and the rate 
constant k (k - a) may he assigned, and the right hand side of equation 15 then evaluated 
numerically. 

In this manner, the square wave& vs. Bdata of Fig. 5 for DHF and GF are fitted. The 
constants k and A@,,, can be uniquely de@rmkd since each has a distinct effect upon 
the response characteristics: k on the low frequend (long A) end of the response and A@,,, 
on the short h end. In Fig. 13a theoretical fits to thefr vs. 8 sine and square wave data of Fig. 
5a (for DHF) with X = 180’ and 360”, are shown together. Identical paramc~ vahtes are 
used for this set, since the sine and square wave results were recorded in the same session. In 
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Fig. 13b, a similar comparison between fits to the sine and square wave data of Figs. 5d and 
Sf for (GF) is shown; identical parameter values were again used, although in this case sine 
and square wave data were obtained in different sessions. 

Finally in Fig. 13c is shown the theoretical fit to the square wave date of Fig. 5c (for 
DHF) with h taking on all experimental values from 360” to 40”. 

In all cases, the relevant parameter values are indicated. 

The minimum input pair separation, A&,,, 

In the previous section, values of the rate constant, k, and the minimum input pair 
separation, hemin, were obtained; the latter was determined, however, for only one set of 
data values (Fig. 13~). In this section, a specific determination of A&,,, is made using experi- 
mental data values for 8 = Omln = 13”, only. In this way, it is possible to evaluate more 
directly, the effect of variation in A&,,,, on the response shape. 

The following method is used to determine the optimum value of A&,,,. 
Equation 15, describing the square wave motion response, is solved for all experimental 

values of h (4V-3607, with various values of Ad,,,. All other parameter values are fixed 
from previous analyses. The resulting theoretical values of thefi vs. X response, for fixed 
B (6 = 137, are then compared with the observed square wave, fi vs. X response data, 
obtained by “sampling” thef, vs. 0 curves (Fig. 5) at 6 = 13”. 

Note. The choice of value for A&,,,. is only sign&ant at small h. This may be seen from the following. 
(a) With sine stimuli, the H-unit response, given by equation 5, contains the term, sin(2rr.Af7/ll). If 
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input (rsceptor) pair ae@uation, At&.. In (a) is 
frvS. Alcluuwa. w fesponse, at 0 = 13”, to the data of Fii. Sa. 

In (b) and (c) are shown the !%a to the data of Figs. 5c and 5d (see text). 
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AB - A&,,. < S sin(2a.A&,/l\) may be r&aced by its argument, (21.A&,,,./& and therefore providing 
A > A&,,., variations in A&, affect all outputs similarly, &I&W&@ of A. 

(b) Per square wave stimuli, similfu qumeats apply. Thus, referring to equatien 14, it may be seen that 
choke of A&,,. is only sign&ant when we am no longer write nA&. < r\. For the case of A laq~c, ti only 
faiiifnisalsolargc,wherethc associated attenuation is also high (SW Fii. 8). It then follows that as in (a), 
the choice of A&,., for large h, is not signitkant in determining the shape of the/, vs. A response. 

Any bodily shift in f, vs. h curves, associated with changes in ALemla, may therefore be 
corrected by adjusting TH for optimum fit at the long h end. 

In this manner, optimum values of A&,,, are obtained with reference to the data drawn 
from Figs. 5a, c, d (for DHF and GF). The best fits and associated A&,,,, values are shown in 
Fig. 14. For DHF, A&,,, = 6.0” and 8*5”, and for GF, A&,,,,, = 8.5”. 

Predictions of the model 

We now discuss some predictions of the model, with particular reference to the phase- 
sensitivity of the system. 

It was stated in the Introduction, that the basic Reichardt scheme (Fig. 3a) exhibits the 
property of phase insensitivity, i.e. the response of the system is independent of the phase 
relationships of the Fourier components making up the stimulus pattern. (It should be noted 
that the phase insensitivity described here is distinct from the spatial phase insensitivity of the 
V-unit summation/threshold system referred to in the Introduction.) This phase insensitivity 
of the Reichardt multiplier is directly attributable to presence of the time-averaging element 
(see Fig. 3a), which renders the output time-invariant. 

In the present scheme, Fig. 12, with filter, k/(s+k), on each output, there exist two com- 
ponents to the general motion response, viz: a time invariant component, which is insensi- 
tive to the phase structure of the stimulus pattern, and a time-dependent component, which 
is not insensitive to the phase structure of the stimuhrs pattern (FOSTER, 1970). As the 
temporal frequency (i.e. Isl) increases, the time-varying component is progressively 
attenuated, and with it, the phase sensitivity of the system. 

We therefore have the following: 
At low temporal frequencies, (i.e. low fi) the model exhibits phase sensitivity to the 

stimulus structure. At high temporal frequencies (i.e. high f,) it does not. 
These predictions of the model were examined using a symmetry test (see FOSTER, 1970), 

and were shown to be true for two naive observers. mese tidings are not inconsistent with 
the earlier deduction that the system is phase insensitive (FOSTER, 1969), since this was 
established for large 8 i.e. high temporal frequencies.] 

DISCUSSION 

We now examine some of the general properties of the system model and their implica- 
tions with respect to the human visual system. 

The input (receptor) pair separation of the model 
It has been shown that the model, describing the visual system in its motion response, has 

input (receptor) pair separations, A& ranging from a minimum, AL,, of approximately 8”, 
to a maximum, A&,,, of between 60” and 90” (the angular separation, A@, being measured 
around the annular field). 

Thus, to restate the results obtained earlier (FCBTER, 1969), the human visual system 
behaues as if interaction leading to motion perception can take place between mceptom (or 
groups of receptors) separated by up to ten times the minimum interaction distance. This 
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contrasts with the results of Hassenstein, Reichardt and Varju (REICIUI(DT and Vlwu, 1959) 
for the beetle Chlorophunus. In the latter, interaction leading to motion perception is found 
not to extend much beyond adjacent ommatidia. 

The rime co?gwxnts of the filters 
For the final version of the model (Fig. 12), the values of the rate constants, a, for the 

cross filters, and k, for the output Bher, were determined to be approximately 0.3 ( x 27~ rad./ 
s) and 04 ( x 2~ rad./s) respectively, for both DHF and GF (see Fig. 13). If the correspond- 
ing time constants are T, (T. = l/u) and Tk (Tk = l/k) then T, - O-5 (set) and T, - 0.3 (set). 

Now the constants a and k, occur in titers with transfer functions of the form l/(s + a), 
where s is the complex frequency. In the f&l derivation of the motion response of the modei 
(FOSTER, 1970) it is shown that these filters give rise to transient terms, the amplitudes of 
which fall off as e”“’ or e --*$. To extract the steady state component from the general 
solution for the motion response, t must be made suflkiently large in order that these tran- 
sient terms can be neglected, i.e. t & T*, Tk. 

This theoretical requirement for steady state conditions is consistent with the experi- 
mental observation that steady state motion sensation is usually achieved within about five 
seconds (FOSTER, 196P).The latter period is approximateIyten times the greatest time constant 
defined above. 

Further implications of the model 
One consequence of the model is the following: 
Two fixed, tim5v~ing input signals, with appropriate phase di&rence and angular 

separation, AO, will produce a non-zero motion response from the relevant H-unit@). Thus? 
qualitatively, the model predicts the existence of the phi-phenomenon (W~SS&EMM, 1912); 
that is, under certain conditions, two stationary flashing light sources, with suitable time-lag 
and spatial separation, will give rise to a sensation of motion between the two sources. 

It is noted that this sensation of motion will be produced in exactly the same way as a 
continuous moving stimulus induces a sensation of motion. This is consistent with the 
arguments of WrrRTEmrMER (1912), BROWN (1931) and GIBSON (1954) and with the experi- 
mental findings of G~tksrR, GRu~-~~ and LICKER (1956) in the frog. 

A second implication of the model is in relation to the exisknce of a lower speed limit for 
motion perception. 

Referring to equation 8, describing the sinewave response of the model, it may be seen 
that for any value of the angular area, 8 (such that B > a=,,,, the minimum area for which fi 
may be recorded), there exist two solutions for the temporal frequency, w, i.e. the two roots 
of the equation: 

W 
- =const,axlt wz + a2 06) 

where w = 2~5 
If these two roots are w1 and We, with wi -C w2, then for any w such that w1 Q w Q w,, a 

sensation of well ddked dimeted motion is induced, since for this range of frequencies, the 
LHS of equation 16 is greater than or equal to the threshold constant, Tw 

Now w2 is the previously de&red lower critical frequency, i.e. w2 = 2nft, and this pro- 
vides an upper limit on the range of dire&d motion sensation; wl, in contrast, provides a 
lower limit on the range of directed motion sensation. 
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At (c), the signal remains the same as that at (b), but because of the cross-filter, l/(s f a), we obtain at Cd): 

At (e) and (e), the two signals are multiplied together in the time domain. In the complex frequency 
domain, this is equivalent to convolution, which is represented here by the operation, *. 

Thus at (e) we have: 

[V(s) . F(s)] * Is-&- . V(s) . F(s) PAj 

and, similarly, at (e’). we have: 

1 1 
s+a . 

V(s) . F(s) da’ 
1 

* [V(s) F(s) tYA’]. 

Let the di&ence of the above two expressions be R’(S). Then substituting for F(s), and writing the con- 
volution in full, we get the following contour integral for R’(s): 

a-!-m 

R’(s) = -!_ 
2nj f 

v(s,) 1 1 - .-S’r’2 

a-&o 
. 7 . I + e-s’r,z * 

1 1 -- 
s’ + a (s - s’) + a 1 

d’s 

Converting the above expression to a closed contour, and appeaiing to the r&due theorem (see, for 
example, McLA~.AN, 1%3), yiekis the following for R”(s): 

R’(s) = 2 V(jnw) . ,$w . f * V(s - jnw) 
1 1 + e-“” d,,,& f 1 

. sTw ’ 1 - e-m2 ’ [ 
-- 
jnw+a I 

aid 
s-_inw+a ’ 

--m 

The final output, R(s) say, is obtained afkr tmnsmiss ton of the above through the output filter, k/(8 f k), 
thus: 

R(s) = R’(s) . -& 

Tdormbg the above twptwaiatt back into the time domain, we arrive at the following expression for 
the steady state output, r&A@, t). 

-co 

where U_W) has besn reulaced by its modubrs, WW), defkd by Fig. 8, and wht has been mpbxed by 2~6@]1, 

Note. In performing the operations of convolutiou and inverse transformation, the steady state compon- 
ents of the solution, only, were co&Jered. The tra&ent terms, falling off as e-#’ or emkt, were ignored. 

Abstract-This study is a continua&n of an earlier invest&&n (Fosraa, 1969) into the 
response of the human visuaI system to movisq apatiaiiy-petiodic stimuli. Experimental data 
are pxwmti for several observes, and 8 detail& ana&& is then carried out. A specific 
mathematical structure is given to the system model and theoretical fits to both sine and square 
wave motion response data are obtained. It is shown that the model has imp&rations with respect 
to the interaction distance of receptor units, and to the existence of the phi-phenomenon and 
the lower speed limit for motion perception. 
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Rkmd-cc travail contimle lmc uchuchc ant&icure(Fos~~~,1!W)surlar6ponacdusysthne 
visuel humain k des stimuli mobiles a p&k&it6 spatiale. 

On prkcntt lu rcsultats cxp&imr&aux de plu&urs obscrvatcurs, et on lcs analyst en 
d&ail. On dome une structure mathknatique sp&i&que au syst&mc de mod&e. ce qui permet 
un aword thkique B la fois avec ks don&s de rtpome au mouvemcnt pour des ondes 
simMoYd8lesetcarr(es. 

On montre quc a mod&le a des implications en rapport avec la distance d?nteraction dcs 
unit& rkcptrices, avcc l’cxistena du phCnom&ne phi et avcc la limite infkrieurc de vitcsse 
pour la Paception dc mouvemcnt. 

Z-g-DicscVersuchc sind eine Fortsetzungcincr friihersn Untusuchung(Foxmu, 
1969) da Antwort de8 menachlichen Gesich~auf 

vmal 11/1-v 


